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This is a poetry book based entirely on my own experiences and the 
experiences of people I love. It’s a journey of pain and self-hatred to 
love and acceptance. I hope that this book helps those who read it to 
find some of the same peace that I have. Special thanks to those who 
have been with me on this journey, and those who have shared their 

hardships with me.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Welcome To My Book 
 

I’m the girl who listens to Bach in the rain and if you don’t like that - you won’t like 
me 
I’m 19 years old 
I believe that Karma exists and that eyeliner is overrated and that music is the greatest 
thing to ever happen to anyone or anything  
I am not the girl who’s had it easy 
Nor am I the girl who’s had it hard 
I prefer comics to cosmos and I won’t make your life better 
I won’t change you in a good way 
I’ll make you think 
And wonder 
I’ll open your eyes in ways that might scare you 
I’m not mysterious 
So who am I? 
I’m the girl you’ll never understand 
I’m the girl who will never be satisfied 
I’m the girl who dances in the rain and cries in the shower 
I’m the girl who lights fires that don’t need to be lit and fills oceans that don’t need to 
be filled  
I’m the girl who follows her heart.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Not in the Stars 
 
 
She smiled at the door as she watched him leave, for sex was all he craved, and love 
was all she tasted. 
 
 'I'd rather be alone' 
 
 As tears flew from her face  
And the beauty of color faded from her vision. 
The world turned grey.  
 
 'I'd rather be alone'  
 
Was a lie.  
The truth was she'd rather be loved. 
 But love wasn't in her destiny 
Instead, she received lessons. 
 Lessons over love 
And  
Lessons about sadness 
 
 And  
 
Lessons  
 
That opened her soul to the loneliness of existing in the world. 
 And thus the world turned and turned away the happiness she once knew.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



“I and Love and You”  
 
He told me he loved me. And I find it so interesting that he could say he loved me 
and then kiss her.  
I find it so very interesting that she could text me about the feelings she had for him 
If only she knew 
If only he knew 
 
He told me he loved me. And I find it so interesting that he could say he loved me 
and then not talk to me for weeks.  
I find it very interesting that one could go such a long time without talking to the 
person they loved.  
Because when I love… 
 
When I love its hard to eat because I get butterflies that flutter so hard inside me that 
the walls of my stomach are too full for food 
 
When I love its hard to sleep because not having the person I love besides me is like 
having a phantom limb: and sometimes you reach towards it expecting it there and 
the fact that its missing tears your soul into six different dimensions.  
When I love the colors are brighter and the music is softer. When I love the rain feels 
like a gift and everything smells like morning dew. When I love the sky is always baby 
blue – my favorite color. When I love black coffee tastes sweet and I sing in the 
shower and I laugh like I have to fill an entire universe with the sound of my voice.  
 
When I love, I love with my soul.  
 
Your love is on the surface. You love the idea of me, the concept of me. Holding 
hands can be a dance and first kisses can take your breath away but those things are 
the happy things. You stay away when I’m sick, and you leave when I’m sad. You 
don’t ask about my mom, and you don’t look at me like I’m the world. With your 
love, the colors stay the same and black coffee is still bitter and the music is just as 
loud and everything smells the way they always smell.  
 
“ I love you” 
  
I don’t doubt that you think you do 
You love on the surface: on the hands, on the touch, on the kiss 
 But you don’t love in your soul  
Because if you did  
You wouldn’t have kissed her.  
And I would still be in love with you.  
 



The Sound Stitches Make  
 
I don’t trust you 
Don’t take it personally 
These days my trust card is handed out to the very select few who make me feel like I 
could cry an entire ocean every night and bathe in it every morning and they’d love 
me the same 
 
I don’t know if you know the sound of a heartbreak. It doesn’t sound like breaking 
bones because the heart itself physically does not break. The body breaks. The nerves 
break. Your entire body fills with a grief so strong it spreads like the plague from your 
toes and nerves to your head and skin.  
It devours you 
And you let out a wail.  
A low wail 
A guttural wail 
A wail that you don’t think 
Or feel 
Or consciously do.  
The sound of heartbreak is a wail. A broken, unconscious wail that devours the air in 
the room and turns the floors to dust and broken promises.  
I’ve had my heart broken three times.  
Three broken hearts are hard to mend.  
My heart is held together with melted wax and poorly done stiches 
My heart is splitting at the seams, and whenever it begins to fall I tape up the sides 
and pretend its okay 
Because getting your heart fixed isn’t easy 
But pretending that its fixed is 
 
When you came to me and asked for my heart, I happily handed it over 
But my heart came with tape and stitches 
Its beats were slow  
It needed to be fixed 
And you looked at it and took it 
With what you called the intention to fix it 
And you took out the stitches 
And it took months 
Day after day trying to get the stiches out 
And then 
You handed me back my heart 
You explained that it was too much, I was too much 
There were too many stitches and not enough blood 
It would take too long 
 



So you left me, and I get that 
But with a heart that was even less put together then before 
For now you had taken out half my stitches and pulled off half my tape 
 
So when another comes by and asks me for my heart 
I have to politely decline 
Because I can’t afford to get to the middle  
And be left behind 
Because I only have a few stitches left  
Holding me together 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Beginning of the Maze 
 
It’s absolutely not a numbness. Numbness would be a gift, a lack of feeling would be 
a…   
godsend.  
No.  
You feel everything 
And you feel it fast.  
You cry through the sweaters that you wear to cover up the body you have scarred 
And crying isn’t just tears 
Its dancing rain across your soul 
Its hot sadness running through your fingers 
It’s angry  
It’s loud 
 
I spend the day trying to feel okay 
Old cartoons and uplifting music are my temporary fix 
But when I’m alone, even for a second 
I can’t hold myself together  
And the burning tears fall from my face 
Whether it’s a bathroom 
Or a hallway 
An elevator 
My room 
 
I feel like I entered a maze with no escape 
And even though I’ve walked it a million times 
I can’t remember why I entered at all.  
I watch the trees die 
And the coldness spread 
And the blankets of sadness sweep over the sea of roses in front of me 
 
I don’t think I have anyone on my team 
Anyone to help boost me up 
My best friend lives too far away to detect the grey I feel  
And those around me seem to have left me behind 
I need a fixture 
Something to change 
Something to be  
I need 
Something.  
Food has lost its taste 
Kisses have lost butterflies 
Touch has lost its electricity 



 
I need to be okay 
I want to be okay 
But I’m sitting in my shower too scared to leave the heat  
Because the coldness of the outside makes my whole body freeze in a desperate kind 
of sadness  
 
Tell me its okay 
Tell me its okay 
Tell me it’s going to be okay 
Because  
What if its not 
What the fuck happens if it’s not okay 
Who will I be? 
What will I be? 
What will my parents think? 
What will my mother do? 
Who have I become? 
Why am I… 
Why 
 
Teach me to swim in ocean clear as day instead of mugging through the muddy river 
to unhappily display a foreign affection to the world that turned its back 
 
Teach me to dance in the rain because the sunlight is too strong and too hot for my 
body to turn the way that dancing begs me to  
 
Teach me to laugh with my body and not my voice because laughing can change an 
entire day in 5 seconds flat 
 
Teach me to learn to be okay alone because whether or not solitude is something that 
I aim for it is something that finds me and swallows me whole 
 
Teach me to breathe.  
 
I can be the person that I long to be 
If you’ll be the person you promised to be 
I don’t mind if you take up the entire light 
As long as you’re willing to watch me freeze in the night time  
As long as you’re willing to watch me slowly change 
Do whatever you want 
But if you want me to thaw 
And breathe  
And be 



Then jump out of the light 
Share it 
Love it  
Take care of it and me 
Because I can’t stand to keep freezing 
In a broken maze  
With no understanding  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



IF 
 
If I really try  
I'll pretend I care 
And if I pretend I care  
Can you pretend I'm there 
And if you pretend to notice me 
Maybe I'll just be okay 
Can you pretend you care about me 
 
Cause maybe if life was okay  
I wouldn't need this fantasy 
And maybe if it was alright 
You wouldn't need another fight 
And maybe if I actually cared 
You'd notice that I'm there 
 
If I tried to hide would anybody know 
If I could confide  
Would I have a place to go 
And maybe if I could run away 
I'd finally have a say 
In who I am 
Can you pretend you actually give a damn.  
 
Tell me it's okay, tell me it's alright 
Tell me you don't need another fight 
Tell that you love me 
But don't tell me who to be 
Make me care 
Make me see 
That  
Maybe if life was okay 
You wouldn't be my fantasy  
Tell me that is alright 
Love me  
love me  
don't pick a fight 
Don't look away  
Don't stare  
I'm never really there 
 
 



Close Your Heart  
 
Close your eyes 
And count 
1, 1, 2 
Close your eyes, child, close your eyes 
I know where you are 
I know where you’ve been 
I know how it feels 
To be touched by him 
Close your eyes child 
Feel the hot water 
And put a song in your head 
If you told your secret 
You’d be better off dead 
Close your eyes child 
And try not to stare 
The family will notice 
The family is there 
Just take my hand and count to three 
One.  
It’s a heart beat fast don’t let it drop  
Let it drop 
Take a deep breath 
Two.  
It’s not you, it wasn’t you,  
Stop trying to blame yourself 
Nothing you can do 
Three 
Its me its me its me its me its me its me its me its me 
Close your eyes child 
It’ll be okay 
Take a long time 
Take a long time 
But one day  
You’ll realize 
Sex is just lies 
There is nothing here for you 
I fear for you 
The future of crying  
And lying  
Constantly sick 
Slowly withering away 
Every day 



Till you’re just an empty shell 
But can’t yell 
Or scream 
Someone took over who you were 
Now you’re her 
Me 
Now you’re me 
Another child of disaster 
Say my name 
Close your heart, child 
Close your heart.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Clocks Run Out 
 
Crying isn’t an option because it makes you ‘weak’ 
Talking isn’t an option because it hurts to speak 
Yelling isn’t an option because then you’re ‘lashing out’  
Leaving isn’t an option because then you’re filled with doubt 
 
I’m crying in a bathtub with candles on the ledge  
The wax is dripping down and my body feels on edge 
The water is too hot to stand but any colder and I’d freeze 
I cannot utter any sound, yet silently whisper “please” 
 
The mascara running down my cheeks is thickening my pores 
And the feeling in my stomach is twisting into my core 
I want to run away from this, from the cage without a lock 
But every time I try to leave I hear the ticking of the clock 
 
Click clock 
Click Clock 
Another day gone by 
Another day wasted 
Another day spoiled  
Another reason to cry 
 
Click Clock  
Click Clock 
Another day of fear  
The watch runs out 
Home they come 
And I’m still living here  
 
Click Clock  
Click Clock 
Trapped in the same refrain 
Abusive hand 
Abusive words 
Nothing left to gain  
 
Click Clock  
Click Clock  
Another life gone by  
Tickety tock 
End of my clock  
Nothing left to do but cry  



The Female Predicament  
 
I am not here to make you popcorn 
Or pasta 
Or dinner 
I am not here to feed you at all 
You have two hands and two working legs 
 
I am not someone who is “supposed” to be in a kitchen 
I am earning a dual degree 
I will be successful 
No matter how long it takes  
 
I am not here to be some kind of sex symbol  
Nor am I here to be your sex toy  
If you want to have sex 
And I don’t 
We don’t have sex 
This isn’t me being a tease 
This is me exerting my right as a human being  
To not fuck you 
 
Stop putting females on TV in bikinis to sell shit like hamburgers and perfume 
I wear perfume and eat hamburgers with fucking clothes on 
 
Stop putting females in movies that can’t have an intelligent conversation that is not 
about someone with a penis. Women are smarter then that. Those actors are smarter 
then that. Stop treating them as inferior 
 
Stop putting females in my magazines that are all a size 2. Have some who are a size 
10. 20. And don’t, under any circumstances, think I don’t like skinny girls. Curvy girls 
love skinny girls. We don’t dislike you… I hate that concept  
 
Females are humans 
 
And oh while I’m at it 
 
Stop having black women in movies who are the token ‘black friend.’  
Just let them be women 
Stop writing them as ‘black’  
 
Stop having Arabic terrorists. White men cause more terror in this country every year 
then an Arab ever did 
 



Stop having Mexicans who can barely speak English 
And Spanish girls who are incredibly sassy and half the time pregnant 
 
Treat. Us. Like. Humans.  
It’s not that much to ask for.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

My Feminist Rant 
 

 

 

I once read that throughout a woman's life, she sheds enough period blood to fill up 
15 fully grown men. In my opinion, that means every woman is made of fifteen men. 
Throughout our lives, we bleed over fifteen times our own body capacity. That's 
fucking magic. 
 
We also hold babies inside us. Living beings grow from a seed into a baby. Just think 
about that. Think about the fact that women have the capacity to have a living thing 
GROW inside them.  
 
Let's also talk about boobs for a second.  We literally have sacks of apparently 
attractive fat hanging off our chest to feed our future children.  
 
Basically our bodies are cool as fuck.  
 
So when you tell me that a woman is not equal to a man, I say, well sure. How many 
men do you bleed out of your penis, sir ?  
 
And when you tell me woman shouldn't be educated I say, sure, if your intimidated 
by the amount of progress we can make.  
 
And when you mandate that we stay inside, I say, sure, if you want the world to be a 
less beautiful place. And when I say beautiful, I'm talking about the goodness inside 
of women, let me make that clear 
 
So when you say, "women do not deserve these rights," I say, sure. If you want a 
fight.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
BACK OF DISASTER 
 
In the back of a disaster  
There is quiet in my feet  
Tipping tapper, tapping tipper 
Show me who to meet  
 
In the front of mayhem 
There's a scream within my mind 
Fighting fathom, pray to whisper 
What will this darkness find  
 
On the side of war 
There is dying in my eyes 
Spilling, leaking, showing, falling  
The bodies grow in size 
 
In the middle of hatred 
There is darkness in my skin 
Spreading, wanting, changing me 
From the outside deep within 
 
From the outside of unhappiness  
I watch the world go round  
Tripping, landing, hurting, crying 
Too scared to make a sound 
 
From the inside of this journey 
There is every sadness I know 
BUT there is also happiness 
Though it doesn't always show  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Social Constructs  
 
6 years old  
Playing games of “house”  
What’s that about?  
Why, as a child, do you long to be older?  
Where the world becomes so much colder  
Why do you want to grow up?  
Does society tell you to?  
Or is it all you,   
Biologically,   
Do you want to be free  
Want to independently  
Start the beginning of life  
Which isn’t the second you are born  
But the second that you step outside the lines that are drawn for you And see what  
you can do  
 
Just because someone says   
Don’t do that  
Doesn’t mean you have to obey  
You have a say  
In who you are  
And the world constantly tells you   
To grow the fuck up  
And be an adult  
What defines an adult?  
 
Are you an adult  
Because you pay bills  
Because you get chills  
When you think of your child sad or hurt  
And yet the words that you use push them down in the dirt  
And make them feel small  
And unreal  
Because you tell them how to feel  
Because everyone wants to put you in a box  
A square box  
That fits in to the way the world wants you to be  
 
But that’s just not me  



I’ve never fit into the crowd  
I’ve always been loud  
Always been proud  
Always stood out  
So what is it that makes you want to shrink me down  
Throw me around  
And place me in this constructed concept that society claims is right  
I’m here to  
fight   
Against that thought  
That you brought  
To the table  
 
Because I’m too colorful to fit into a construct  
Societies too fucked  
To tear me down  
To show me who I should be  
I could be 103  
And ill still sing songs on the street  
And dance around people I meet   
And face the fire that comes with the heat  
Because no matter what you say about me  
I don’t fit in with society  
I’m too sexual   
Too obscure  
Too different  
Too demure  
Too fat  
And not that pretty  
And living in a big-ass city  
And no matter what I do  
No matter who I am to you  
 
I won’t apologize for not growing up  
I won’t apologize for not fitting in  
And being comfortable in my own skin.   
I won’t apologize for what I believe  
I won’t apologize if I choose to leave  
I won’t apologize for what I retrieved   
From your boxes   
And order  
And crap that you throw  
Or the things that you claim to know.   
I won’t apologize for mistakes that I made  



Because the past doesn’t dig my grave  
I won’t apologize for the way you make me feel  
Because feelings are valid and real  
And I won’t apologize for anything the future may hold  
Because no one ever changed the world without being bold  
No one every stopped time by standing still   
No one ever broke a construct without having a thrill  
And the next time you tell me it’s wrong  
And I know society told you so  
I want you to know  
That if we always listened to society  
Blacks, Jews, Gypsies, Muslims, and Gays would never be free  
We’d be controlled by a different country  
And we’d have cut down every tree  
We’d never advance  
We’d never grow  
We’d never change  
We’d never know   
And the cycle of life would end  
And we would always pretend to be happy   
Without having a say in anything we do   
Does that sound like a utopia to you?  
Because it doesn’t to me  
I’d rather be free and wrong  
Than trapped and right.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
When the World Turns the Wrong Way 
  
 

The world is falling apart 
Terrorists are bombing 
earthquakes are destroying 
Tsunamis are covering 
racism is spreading heat over hearts like a broken wildfire  
terrorism is spreading ice over bodies like snowflakes take over fingertips  
and everybody keeps screaming “kill them all”  
 
Terror spreads like a plague in the heart of those affected 
and hatred grows in the eyes of the observer 
War strikes upon War  
and we discuss the need of World War III 
As if its no hidden concept 
or a necessary evil 
 
i hear talk as if people, individuals, know the way to solve the world 
know the way to fix the world 
"to kill millions more" 
to choose fire against fire 
 
the problem with adding fire to a fire 
is the fire grows 
and more terror is plagued in the hearts of the innocent 
and more hatred grows in the eyes of the observers  
and then more fire is added 
its an evil circle 
a ring of fire 
a ring of hatred 
a ring of dead bodies circulating the earth 
humanity dead on the ground 
as I watch the men who killed them  
walk over the bodies  
as if it is the floor 
and I ask for no more 
but the screams keep ringing in my ears 
and the blood of the innocent  
is on my hands 
and I can’t get the red away 

  



 
 
no matter how many sit ins I plan 
no matter how many protests I attend 
no matter how much I lose my voice 
no matter how much I try 
and break 
and cry 
and think 
and wonder 
and fight 
and run 
there are still hundreds of thousand dead 
 
the world is turning apart 
and I’m losing my heart  
to the fear 
and I’m sad 
I’m so sad 
because so many are dead 
and so many are fighting 
and people keep wanting to kill 
and nobody seems to be calm 
and nobody wants to love 
and the world is turning and turning and turning 
but not the right way 
its backwards 
and upside down 
its confused and its broken 
and a war is afoot 
and I will be the generation that has to deal with it. 
 
The world is stained in red 
and the blue is turning black 
and the hearts are being ripped out 
but there’s nothing else to expect 
because the world is slowly wilting 
and dying 
and destroying 
because that is what happens 
when the world turns the wrong way.  
 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Home 
 
I miss us 
I can’t explain what it is about you that makes me so absolutely illogical 
It’s been two years since you broke my heart 
And yet I forgave you the moment it happened 
Maybe you really love me 
Maybe you don’t  
And maybe a broken heart is attracted to those who broke it 
But either way  
I miss you 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
She Is  
 
 
The way she smiles 
Is so much more beautiful than the stars 
And the stars are my favorite thing in the world 
 
The way she laughs 
The entire world stops for a nanosecond  
Because they need to hear what she has to laugh about 
 
The way she talks 
Every word she says is worth listening to 
Even when it's just hello 
 
The way she makes you feel safe 
With a simple touch 
A simple look 
Simply being her 
 
She is a hero.  
She is a hero for the way she makes me feel 
She is a hero for the way she stands up for who she is 
She is a hero for the way she walks 
The way she talks 
The movements in her soul 
 
Nobody can argue 
That she is perfect 
Nobody can say 
She's not fantastic 
 
Because I'm not seeing perfection through rose colored glasses 
I'm seeing perfection for what it is 
 
She is perfect  
She is wonderful 
And she is 22.  
 
 
 
 



 

Something New 
 
It’s not that I even like you  
I don’t  
I don’t know you  
It’s just that right now   
I need something new  
Someone who doesn’t know me  
and what I’ve done  
and what I’ve been through  
Someone who wants to talk about galaxies  
and babies  
and death   
and life  
and flowers  
and heart transplants  
 
I want to spend evenings watching movies and talking about the basis behind  
superheroes  
I want to spend my mornings eating pancakes and kissing and watching the snow  
fall or the flowers fall but not the people fall because the world is depressing enough  
I want to spend my afternoons busy with my own life, but meeting with you and  
walking with you and talking with you  
I want to tell you terrible jokes to make you laugh  
 
I want you to want to be with me  
even though I’m not as pretty as all the other girls around me  
I want you to want to kiss me all the time  
because kisses are more important then sex  
I want you to want to make me laugh  
because you love my laugh  
even if it sounds like an old man laughing at a child   
that’s a lot to ask of a stranger  
a stranger studying something I know nothing about   
who lives far away  
and who I’ll probably never meet  
but when my friend said   
“I think you two would like each other”   
I got way too excited  
at the idea  
of someone actually wanting to talk to me  
and not talk to me to get to my prettier model friends  
and my prettier actor friends  



and my prettier dancer friends  
I want someone to talk to about the things that matter the most and the least at the  
same time  
even if I’m not the prettiest.   
because my looks have nothing to do with my imagination  
with my intelligence  
with my wonder  
with my yearning  
my looks are the least of my attributes  
and I want to learn about the stars.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Kissed 
 
I want to be kissed 
Like in the books 
When hearts race so fast that they could never break 
And the skin gets slow Goosebumps like a wave over the entire body 
There is a chill down the spine 
Like someone is whispering secrets into you 
There is a longing in your heart 
As if this was the answer 
To the question you could never ask 
 
I want to be kissed 
The kind of kiss that stays on your lips long after they’ve gone 
The kind of kiss that keeps you up at night thinking  
About the future 
And the past  
 
I want to be kissed 
By someone who WANTS me 
Not just sex 
Not just then 
But wants me 
Wants me deeply 
And forever 
Every flaw 
Every inch 
Every mistake 
Every tear 
Every fight 
I want someone to want me so bad that they have to kiss me 
And I want to remember that kiss forever 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
CRY  
 
I want to cry 
I don’t know why I want to cry 
I can’t explain WHY I want to cry 
But I want to cry 
 
I’m not sad 
I’m not broken 
There’s nothing WRONG, per say 
 
But I feel empty 
I feel as if someone took a shovel  
And carved out my insides 
Took my organs 
And spread them across the face of the planet 
Took my soul  
Cut it into pieces 
And burnt it up in flames 
Used my blood to fill the empty oceans 
And my bones to make houses for those who need them 
And there’s nothing inside 
 
Little things go wrong 
The place you wanted to eat is closed 
Unexpected period 
The boy you might have been interested in didn’t text back 
Your mother called, in an unhelpful way 
The bathroom was out of toilet paper 
It was a little colder then you thought 
You broke your diet 
Your friend won’t talk to you 
The little things, right? 
Piling on top of each other 
Each makes a book of empty feelings 
Until you have a library of bad days  
And bad days lead to bad weeks 
And bad weeks lead to bad months 
And bad months lead to bad years 
And you can’t go back 
You can’t backtrack 



You can’t run 
You can’t move 
You’re stuck in an array of dismembered thinking 
Where fire becomes ice and ice becomes dirt and nothing feels safe 
 
Take every book 
Each one that holds an emotion 
And watch it burn 
In a bonfire of burning skin 
And hardened facial expressions 
 
Take every page  
And rip them up 
Tie the pieces together 
And try to make a new story 
 
Find roses. Find flowers. Find Petals. And throw them in the fire.  
The burning petals will fall from the sky 
Like ashes of the beautiful 
Ashes of love 
Burnt love 
A love that doesn’t exist 
A love that never existed 
A burnt desire 
 
Burn flowers 
Because beauty isn’t perfect 
Beauty just exists  
Beauty is 
Beauty is 
Beauty is fire 
Beauty is ice 
Beauty is eyes 
And noses 
And lashes 
And ripped hairs 
And loose lips 
And swollen eyes 
And broken skin 
 
Beauty is you 
Beauty is me 
Beauty is red 
And green 



And purple 
and dirt 
and sunshine 
beauty is the expected 
and the unexpected 
beauty is this 
this is beauty 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Open Heart, Open Body 
 
I have an open heart 
I try so hard to make people happy 
To help People 
Please people 
Change people 
Be people 
 
And what does it get me? 
I waited. You changed  
I waited. You cheated 
I waited. You chose her.  
 
I have spent four years  
Four ENTIRE years 
Thinking I’m not good enough 
Skinny enough 
Pretty enough 
Loving Enough 
Well I’ve had enough 
 
I’ve had enough diets  
And worrying about my clothes 
And my face 
And my hair 
And the way that people stare 
When I talk too loud 
Or sing too loud 
Or am too loud  
Because my personality is too loud for half the population  
 
Well fuck half of the population 
 
Fuck you for having two girlfriends 
Fuck you for turning me into a fool 
Fuck you for trying to change me  
 
When the right person comes along 
They will love me for who I am 
For the things I like  



For my big hips and big boobs 
And the way I can’t dance 
And the way that I devour music 
And dance in the rain 
 
They will love the things you hated 
 
I will not be less for you  
I like who I am 
I like how I treat people 
I like my goals 
I like my dreams 
I don’t like you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
Learning to Love  
 
Love Yourself 
Take yourself on dates 
Good dates 
Read yourself poems 
Relevant poems 
Listen to new music 
 
Buy yourself chocolate  
Really good chocolate 
 
Look at yourself in the mirror and tell yourself you’re beautiful 
Even when you don’t feel beautiful 
Especially when you don’t feel beautiful 
 
Allow yourself to cry  
And don’t apologize for it 
Because feeling isn’t something that you need to apologize for  
 
Take yourself to an art museum and fall in love with art you don’t understand 
Take yourself to the movies and fall in love with movies that are too dumb to 
comprehend  
Take yourself to a show and fall in love with people you’ll never see again 
 
Read a book 
A great book 
A beautiful book 
A book that takes you on an adventure to a different world 
Without having to feel unsafe   
Without having to leave your bed 
 
Watch all of your favorite movies  
Dance in the rain 
Cry in the shower 
Sing on the street 
Make up songs 
Sing your favorite songs 
 
Run in fire 
And laugh in water 



Walk on clouds  
And lay on rocks 
Climb down mountains and up trees 
 
Find yourself 
 
Find yourself in the mirror 
Find yourself in strangers 
Find yourself in babies and dogs and broken petals 
Find yourself in the people you love 
And find yourself in the people you hate 
 
Find your dream 
Find your dream in the sunshine 
Find your dream in black and white photos 
Find your dream in the melodies that put you to sleep 
Find your dream in the opposite of your dream 
Find your dream in angles and misdirection  
 
Learn to be happy 
Be happy with who you are 
Be happy with how you look 
Be happy with your mistakes 
And regrets  
And worries 
 
Be happy with the way the wind blows 
And the temperature outside 
And the waitress who’s had a long day 
 
Be happy with pictures that have triple chins 
And pictures where you look like a hero. 
Be happy with friends 
Be happy alone 
Be happy with family 
 
Be.  
Be yourself 
Be everything you long to be  
Don’t be scared of the things you can be  
Don’t be scared of the things you can’t be  
 
Be.  
Be you.  



Be yourself.  
Be beautiful 
By  
Being happy.  
Be happy  
Be you.  
Be.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Blanket of Snow 
 
Snow falls down in a blanket of gorgeous beauty 
And the cold chill invites my heart into yours  
Chapped lips 
And hands that have hardened in the cold 
A schism breaks apart what you see versus what you feel 
You see beauty 
You feel cold 
You see cold 
You feel beauty 
Loneliness encompasses you 
And that’s both wonderful and terrible 
 
Hot drinks and sweet smells and a curled up blanket by the window 
And for once you can drop responsibilities 
And smile  
Or cry 
Without repercussions 
 
Music that you love streams from the radio to your mind and your mind to your lips 
And you allow the ice to tiptoe over the skin of your teeth and the bumps on your 
neck 
And the whispers of the lack of hugs loom over you like a cloud 
A cloud that could burst with rain at any second 
Or stay completely still 
 
Music 
Love 
Warmth 
Ice 
Ice ice 
Ice 
Tipping over  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Growing Up  
 
When you’re twenty years old  
And Christmas feels different 
And you’re fighting with your family 
You have no idea what the fuck the future holds 
Who are you going to be? 
What are you going to do? 
What are you meant to become? 
The concept of failure flood through your soul – what if you don’t make it in your 
career 
What if you never fall in love? 
What if 
What 
What 
What am I doing? 
I’m watching Pixar movies and coloring in adult coloring books 
Just to distract myself from the fact that I have absolutely no idea who I am 
I’m in therapy  
I’m in physical therapy 
All these people telling me how to live my life 
What to do 
Who to be 
and I’m sitting here trying to pull myself together  
and take advice from every side  
but there’s no snow 
and global warming is changing the face of Christmas 
and I only have three outfits that look okay 
and how am I supposed to be an adult 
how am I supposed to be the person that I’m told to be when I have no idea what to 
do 
there’s no guidelines or books or pamphlets 
this isn’t what I signed up for 
I still have a fort in my dorm 
And I just learned what egg whites are last week 
I don’t even drink enough water 
How am I supposed to take care of myself.  
 
And what does it mean to grow up? 
People die 
Friends die 



Family dies 
People move away 
My brother moves away 
Maybe I will move away 
And everything changes 
But what if I don’t grow  
What if nothing changes? 
What if I fail? 
 
It’s Christmas  
And the tree is up 
And I’m watching The Incredibles 
And my family is here 
And I should be happy 
I should be smiling 
But I’m too scared 
But I just want to be held 
And told that it will all be okay 
Somebody hold me 
Somebody tell me 
It  
Will 
Be  
Okay 
Because I have absolutely no idea what to do if it’s not 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Held  
 
Part of the problem with poetry is that you don’t really write it when you’re happy  
When things are going well you don’t want to stop to write  
When you’re laughing you don’t stop to write things down  
But when you’re sad there’s no other choice  
There’s no other way to explain exactly how you feel  
There’s nothing else to do besides write  
I don’t know how to explain why I’m upset  
Its irrational  
I know that  
When I fell for him  
I swear to god I had no intention of falling this hard  
But all I know is regardless of him  
I just feel so lost  
What am I doing here  
Why am I here  
I feel like I’m stuck in a bad romantic comedy where the writer has no idea how to  
end it  
Helllllo  
Mr. Writer  
Id like to be 10 pounds skinnier with someone different in my hotel room  
Because everyone I’m surrounded with makes me feel so lost and confused  
Do I move here  
Do I stay there  
What do I study  
Who am I supposed to become  
When you’re seventeen years old you can’t leave the house past midnight  
But when you’re 18 they ask you to decide on the rest of your life  
And that seems unfair  
Nothing seems fair  
I’m sick  
And my throat hurts  
 
I just want to be held  
 
God do I want to be held  
 
No one has held me in a long, long time  
They’ve fucked me  
They’ve fucked me over  



But I just want to be held  
I just want to be held  
Please someone just hold me  
Make the pain disappear for a temporary second  
Because I think I’m melting into the earth  
I just  
Want  
To be  
Held.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Broken 
 
I’m literally not scared to feel broken 
I’ve felt broken 
It’s been over a year 
And I’m growing 
And changing 
I am so much stronger 
But when people die 
And she screams over and over 
And I see the punch 
And I feel the hit 
And I take the sadness 
And I try to feel it for you 
It breaks me 
 
No one tries to feel my sadness 
 No one tries to hold my heart 
No one sees the cloud of gray that passed through my veins 
Because no one is looking 
 
They look at the beautiful girl to the right of me with the broken heart 
They look to the beautiful girl to the left of me with the broken family  
And then they look to me 
And they can’t remember my name 
So instead of trying to get them to say it, to say my name 
I help the beautiful girls around me 
And they cry 
And they scream 
And they’re beautiful 
And they’re so ugly 
And nobody turns to me 
Turns to me 
Turns to me 
And tries to lift me up 
Nobody turns to me 
Turns to me 
Turns to me 
And asks if I’m okay 
 



So I guess I am okay 
Through the lies 
And the stress 
I AM okay 
Because I choose to be okay 
So when you sob about things 
That don’t matter 
That never mattered 
I can’t help  
But not care 
I don’t care 
I don’t care if you’re sad 
I don’t care if you’re unhappy 
Because I am so sick and tired of saving people 
 
Maybe it’s an unpopular position on my life 
But I am not an angel 
And I am not here for you 
To pass a test 
To vent 
To cry 
To laugh 
To use 
I was not born 
To fill a void your father left 
I was not born 
To be your savior 
 
I was born to live my own life 
To help, but to live  
I was born to laugh at funny things 
And to cry when I’m sad 
And I was born to change the world 
Not just one person 
 
You deserve love 
You do 
But my love?  
You don’t deserve 
You break me down 
You ignore me 
You don’t care 
I deserve better 
I have better 



I don’t deserve this 
You don’t deserve me 
Turn your back 
Walk away 
And don’t think twice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
Forehead Kisses 
 
I told her I wanted safe kisses 
“Safe?” she asked.  
“What do you mean?” 
It’s difficult to explain  
It’s the kind of kiss that makes it okay to laugh so hard that milk comes out of your 
nose (though I don’t know if that ever actually happens) 
I told her that forehead kisses are better than sex 
Because orgasms are temporary but safety is a comfort that stays with you 
 
I can’t really explain how it felt to be immobile when he touched me 
To feel useless when he fucked me 
To have the word no mean absolutely nothing 
I can’t really explain what it was like to say no when someone else said yes 
To close eyes during sex, not out of pleasure but because if my eyes are closed he 
can’t see the pain that he’s putting me through 
I can’t really explain the betrayal that I felt hearing the words ‘move. I don’t like it 
when a girl is… not moving.’ And yet kept going. The words ‘I’m going to kiss you 
anyway’ must be etched on my eyelids because whenever I close my eyes in shame 
the words burn my ears and brace my body for what is..  
 
I don’t know  
 
I want to feel safe 
I want to wear no makeup and feel beautiful 
I want to be someone’s whole world  
I want to be someone’s .. something 
I don’t want to be scared of getting drunk  
I want hot chocolate and bad sweaters 
I want handholding and I don’t want to talk about your fucking career 
I want to take pictures where you don’t give a fuck about what you look like 
I want you to feel lucky to be with me 
 
I am fragile. And I’m not fragile in a delicate way. I’m strong too. I’m not looking for 
you to feel like you have to walk on eggshells and watch me and take care of me.  
But you have to take it slow 
You have to bother to take the time 
You have to try to learn to care 
About the little things 
Like my favorite flower 



And why I love the color blue 
And what my favorite movie is to watch when it’s raining.  
You have to know how I like my tea 
And how my coffee tastes without sugar (like dirt) 
You have to know why I love animals 
And why I eat the way I do 
You have to know where my happy place is 
And why I hide there every night 
And still love me  
Even when you find out how broken and scared I am 
And I need you to READ  
I need you to watch bad documentaries under giant blankets 
And I need you to hold me when I’m scared 
Or lonely  
Or cold 
But more then anything  
I need forehead kisses 
The kind where you hold my head 
And expect nothing after 
Because those are the safe kind of kisses 
Those are the kisses that make me feel human 
Those are the kisses that make me feel like I could like you 
Those are the kisses that make me feel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
New  
 
It’s a fascinating word because when people describe something new there is a  
certain level of fear towards the unknown  
Round and round the question of ‘What If’ falls into the brains of those around me 
as  
the decisions wander and wander and change and grow  
But with you it wasn’t fear  
With you it was gardens  
And halves of oranges  
And long walks  
With you it was soccer  
And books and music from my childhood  
With you it was blushing and laughing and kisses that felt like they could go on  
forever  
With you it was  
Right.  
Tomorrow could be the end of this, and I’m not sure how I feel about that  
Tomorrow could be the end of this, and there’s nothing I can do about it  
But  
Even if I never see you again  
And our paths don’t cross  
And we’re not meant to discover each other  
I won’t forget the smiles  
And the texts  
The discussions  
And the way you looked at me  
I won’t forget getting lost  
Or your favorite book  
And the first time you kissed me  
New.  
It’s all so new  
And for once  
I’m not scared  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Paris  
 
I sit in a class  
about psychology   
with a furry hat  
and a green scarf  
just outside of Paris  
I don’t eat much here  
I’m trying to discover myself  
through walks and sites and classes   
psychology and dancing  
economics and wine  
and the people here are wonderful  
and the people home are wonderful  
and everything feels different then even a week ago   
With an abnormally straight spine  
and a distorted reality  
I walk the streets in heels that split themselves over the cobblestone  
I cry at the Eiffel tower because the sparkles that run for 5 minutes at a time seem to  
spring eternal hope in the hearts of those around it  
I talk to everyone  
in french  
in english  
in broken dutch  
spanish  
in accents  
and smiles  
I think about the sadness that I felt not too long ago  
where my heart felt sick  
and my stomach felt broken  
and my head pounded like a hammer was inside my head  
forcing its way out  
and none of it seems important anymore  
sadness seems unimportant  
because I’m learning  
I’m learning good and bad  
I’m learning the world  
and unknown to those I travel with  
this place  
this new place  



has nothing to do with the views  
the Eiffel tower is truly not what is important  
what is actually important is the people  
the people  
the people  
PEOPLE  
think back on your life  
what do you remember about kindergarten?   
Do you truly remember nap time  
or snacks?  
or do you remember friends and teachers  
think back to high school  
college  
sumers   
kisses  
you remember people  
this world is about people  
so  
stop destroying it   
and killing it  
stop looking at it through this apathetic view  
because that’s wrong  
and I hate to tell you you’re wrong  
but when you stare at the world through apathy  
it’s as if you’re personally watching it melt  
but when you stare through empathy  
it’s as if you’re building it  
people are what matter  
shapes  
and sizes  
and bad  
and good  
and mean  
and kind  
people  
people are what matter  
people.   
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
No Matter 
 
No matter where you are 
No matter your choice 
No matter if you can't feel  
My skin or hear my voice  
 
No matter if you're crying  
I'll be crying to 
No matter how far away 
I'll be here for you 
 
I never knew rain could mask the tears  
I never knew pain could mask the fears 
I never knew heartbreak could mask the love  
Yet you're the only one I'm dreaming of 
 
When you come home 
 
Ever cried when you saw rain fall 
Ever tried to forget it all 
Ever have your heart stop when it snowed  
Your knees give way and you try to pick a road  
 
And the seasons pass  
And the seasons go 
And I just stay here and miss you so 
And the children cry  
And the lovers kiss 
And all I do is sit and miss  
your smile 
Could you stay awhile ? 
 
When you come home 
I'll wait ten times  
I'll wait ten years 
I'll cry my pain 



And I'll wash away the tears  
And I'll wait for you 
If you will wait for me 
 
 

Him 
 
I could spend hours and hours watching him mouth the words to songs that mean 
more to him then they do to anyone else 
I could spend days and days kissing him, watching the world melt away to a space 
where there is no one but us 
I could spend years and years listening to him talk, trying to change his mind but 
secretly hoping he never does…  
 
When he isn’t around I miss him in the strangest of ways 
I miss him deep in my heart 
I miss him on my lips 
I miss his hands in mine 
I miss the curves of his closed eyes 
And the feel of his arms 
I miss the nose kisses most of all  
Because they never failed to make my day 
 
I close my eyes and remember specific moments 
I remember his smile when we stared out at Paris 
When he told me he remembered the first time we made eye contact 
Or the first time our legs touched 
Things that nobody ever remembers – but he did.   
 
I think back to the way he looked when he closed his eyes  
And the way he looked when they opened and looked straight into me.  
 
He changed me in a way I can’t describe 
I walk around with a bit more confidence.  
I walk around with a bit more happiness 
And a bit more sadness 
Because  
No matter what love and lust I felt for him 
It’s sad that he’s far away 
It’s sad that I can’t just call him and see him, and it’s sad that I don’t know what our 
relationship is or may be.  
 
Our story is a long story 
And intertwined story 



A story with many endings and beginnings.  
Our story is, in my opinion, more magical then the stars  
Our story has changed my life  
 
You’re the kind of person who could change the world 
But for now 
Thank you for changing my life 
You’re the kind of person I could fall in love with 
But for now 
Thanks for letting me have you for the time I did 
Because today is the end of any desperate sadness I used to know 
And the start of a whole new perspective.  
Today is the day I choose to live rather than just be 
And today is the day I have decided to never settle for less 
Then someone like you… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
Au Revoir, My Darlings 
 
This book feels over 
And that’s very hard to admit and explain because I’ve had this book through 
cheating, assault, tears, breakups, and love.  
I’ve had these poems through sadness and pain 
And my story isn’t over.  
I have years and years to go.  
But I’m listening to songs that he showed me 
And watching the snow fall softly near my window sill  
And I’m smiling  
And laughing 
To no one in the room  
I have never smiled this much 
 
I want to make it very clear 
My world is not better because he entered it 
It is not that I met a boy and fell in love and everything will be okay until he leaves 
me 
I met a city 
I met lights 
I met love 
I met a boy who treated me right 
I met new music 
I met nose kisses 
I met hot chocolate and holding pinkies instead of hands 
I met safety. 
I feel strong and safe.  
He gave me that 
She gave me that 
Music gave me that 
Running in the snow gave me that 
There is so much that has changed since I angrily wrote the first lines of this book… 
I’m no longer angry 
I’m not even a little angry 
I’m smiling at the snow.  
And I used to hate the cold 
But now it’s a beautiful part of life, it’s a beauty that I happily let encompass me.  
The world is more beautiful now 



Thanks to him 
And her 
And Paris  
And music 
And snow.  
And you 
 
You joined me on my journey and it’s so important to know..  
It’s okay if it’s not over. It’s okay if it’s not even close to over 
It’s okay if you feel like you could go on for years and never reach happiness 
Because I’ve felt that way 
I’ve been depressed and angry 
And I’ve hit  
I’ve screamed 
I’ve felt it. I’ve felt angry so swift that the heat takes over your hands and eyes 
I’ve felt sadness that makes it so difficult to get out of bed because you’re trying to 
mend your heart and you can’t do that if you move 
I’ve felt dullness. I’ve felt the constant hit to your heart 
Your journey isn’t over 
Allow yourself to feel 
Allow yourself to heal 
Allow yourself to be 
Allow yourself pride 
And smiles 
And nose kisses 
And soft music that changes you 
Be you, darling.  
Because you’re doing it the best you can,  
And that’s all anyone could ever ask 
You are your own best friend 
A hero in the night 
A friend in the morning 
Treat yourself with kindness 
Treat yourself like a friend.  
Enjoy your journey, my love. Enjoy every part, even the hard parts, because it’s 
YOUR journey, and no one can steal that from you.  


